Case 6: The War against Fake News
The 2016 presidential election brought to the forefront the issue of fake news—the
publication of false information packaged as news, often with the intention of
misleading readers. Some of the most egregious examples were the story about Pope
Francis endorsing Donald Trump for President of the United States, and the report that
ISIS urged American Muslims to vote for Hillary Clinton.51 The concern over fake news
became heightened when The Washington Post’s Craig Timberg published a
controversial story claiming that the election of Donald Trump received the “support
from a sophisticated Russian propaganda campaign that created and spread
misleading articles online with the goal of punishing Democrat Hillary Clinton, helping
…Trump and undermining faith in American democracy.”52 Timberg’s article cited as
evidence a report put together by anonymous analysts from the website PropOrNot,
which featured a list of over 200 sites deemed to be “routine peddlers of Russian
propaganda during the election season.”53 Shortly after its publication, the story went
viral and it was picked up by news outlets like USA Today.54 But further investigation by
reporters from Rolling Stone, The New Yorker, and The Intercept (among others)
revealed that the central thesis of Timberg’s article relied on “the work of a shadowy
group that smears some 200 alternative news outlets as either knowing or unwitting
agents of a foreign power.”55 For example, among the sites blacklisted as “Russian
propaganda” were Truthdig, which features the work of Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
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Chris Hedges, and other “flagship publications of the progressive left.”56 In an ironic
twist, The Washington Post’s attempt to expose fake news resulted in “far more fake
news than it exposed,”57 observed journalists Ben Norton and Glenn Greenwald from
The Intercept.
While the publication of fake news is not a new phenomenon, technological advances,
such as the Internet and social media, have had a dramatic impact on the
dissemination of false information. Because of social media platforms like Facebook,
“[c]ontent can be relayed among users with no significant third-party filtering, factchecking, or editorial judgment.”58 Given that “62% of adults get news on social
media,”59 Facebook and Google are taking steps to make sure fake news is eliminated
from searches and feeds. For example, Google modified search algorithms to prevent
holocaust-denial sites from appearing in search results.60 Meanwhile, Facebook
announced last year that it would partner with fact-checkers who would be “labeling,
and burying fake news and hoaxes in its News Feed.”61 In the future, Facebook will be
relying on artificial intelligence with “the capability of sweeping through Facebook
posts, searching for keywords, sentences, paragraphs or even the way a story is
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framed.”62 Though the packaging of lies as fact has been widely recognized as a
serious obstacle to a functioning democracy, journalists and media scholars63 have
expressed worries about placing “absolute editorial control in a small set of hands with
no apparent recourse and no documented appeals process.”64
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